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About This Game

Trump Vs Clinton! It's the political battle of the century! Take on the role of a campaign manager working for the party of your
choice.

• Intense clicking action as you try to win over the majority of the American voters!
• Stay up to date with the real-life action, as the candidates use real quotes, including quotes from the latest political debates.

• Cast your vote! See how you can impact the world, as your clicks contribute to a global leaderboard. Check in at any time and
see which party has the most enthusiastic supporters.

Blur the lines between real political debate and the awesomeness of a videogame! Level up your campaign profile, discover
secret characters and don't stop collecting votes!

The future is in your fingers!
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Title: Campaign Clicker
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Springloaded
Publisher:
Springloaded
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB Video RAM, capable of Shader Model 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 64 MB available space

English
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pay2win ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. No.

In a genre and market completely saturated (clickers, f2p, and politics) this is better described as "2016 election memes." Rather
than bringing something new to the table of clickers, f2p, or politics, it just mashes them all together in a cheap ploy for money.
The mini-games are fun, but the opportunity to play them quickly wears out unless you're willing to spend real cash.

On the bright side, it does adequately demonstrate the problem with American politics: it's all about getting attention by any
dirty means necessary and making money work for you rather than substantive policies or change.

The only thing more tedious than the 2016 election? This game. Not worth the carpal tunnel syndrome, go play any other in the
genre of politics or clickers.. Poorly balanced auto-click ability tree. UI doesn't give good info like VPS/level or the even more
valuable VPS/($*level)

Edit: I mean most games have that as a hover window or right on the button what the VPS is, not hiding one window in. Also the
balance of items going from .1 VPS/level -> .5 VPS/level -> .6 -> .7 -> .8 -> 1.0VPS/level is really little progression for item
tiers.. Game doesn't even work for me, just says it has stopped working.
. This game is game nice game, would play game more times for more fun game.. The game crashes every time I try to run it.
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It wont even load, I verified my cache and it still did nothing. Fix the game so people can actually play it.. IT ALWAYS
CRASHES AND TAKES UP NEEDED SPACE. This game is game nice game, would play game more times for more fun
game.. As an information tool, it's not bad. It encapsulates a number of quotes from the two major USA candidates in the game.
As a game, no. It's a clicker, and while it's ok in that regard, it crashed far too often when I clicked out of it for me to call it
functional. Also, that timer per campaign is silly from the perspective of this particular type of game. Sound is basic...but I
didn't expect anything amazing.

Props to the graphics artist(s), they did a good job on the backgrounds and the various pixelated characters.. I love clickers, but
it's pretty bad.
You have so many limits to evolve and win.
Sorry, but I can't support this right now.
Let me know if anything changes, so I will give it another shot. I clicked one button by accident while playing and the game
stole $2 from me. Can't even get a refund.
♥♥♥♥ this game.. One of the worst clicker games evar.. It's a turd. Crashes, goes fullscreen on it's own when you don't want it
full screen. Boring, dull. Way better clicker games out there.. Gets very boring quickly..... I want to die.
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